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Although MEG/EEG signals are highly variable between subjects, they allow
characterizing systematic changes of cortical activity in both space and time. Traditionally
a two-step procedure is used. The first step is a transition from sensor to source
space by the means of solving an ill-posed inverse problem for each subject individually.
The second is mapping of cortical regions consistently active across subjects. In
practice the first step often leads to a set of active cortical regions whose location
and timecourses display a great amount of interindividual variability hindering the
subsequent group analysis. We propose Group Analysis Leads to Accuracy (GALA)—a
solution that combines the two steps into one. GALA takes advantage of individual
variations of cortical geometry and sensor locations. It exploits the ensuing variability
in electromagnetic forward model as a source of additional information. We assume
that for different subjects functionally identical cortical regions are located in close
proximity and partially overlap and their timecourses are correlated. This relaxed similarity
constraint on the inverse solution can be expressed within a probabilistic framework,
allowing for an iterative algorithm solving the inverse problem jointly for all subjects.
A systematic simulation study showed that GALA, as compared with the standard
min-norm approach, improves accuracy of true activity recovery, when accuracy is
assessed both in terms of spatial proximity of the estimated and true activations and
correct specification of spatial extent of the activated regions. This improvement obtained
without using any noise normalization techniques for both solutions, preserved for a wide
range of between-subject variations in both spatial and temporal features of regional
activation. The corresponding activation timecourses exhibit significantly higher similarity
across subjects. Similar results were obtained for a real MEG dataset of face-specific
evoked responses.
Keywords: MEG, inverse problem, group analysis, rank of leadfieldmatrix, covariancemodel, maximum likelihood,
iterations
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, magnetoencephalography (MEG) offers a unique
opportunity for non-invasive time-resolved exploration of neu-
ronal processes taking place in the human brain. MEG, as well
as EEG, directly register electrical processes and thus provide for
a significantly higher temporal resolution as opposed to other
non-invasive methods registering indirect correlates of neuronal
activity, such as, for instance, fMRI and PET. Produced by neu-
ronal sources quasi-static magnetic field outside the head is sig-
nificantly less sensitive to the anisotropy of conductive properties
of the head tissues than the electric potential on the scalp. There-
fore, in contrast to EEG, MEG enjoys a simpler and more accu-
rate volume conductor model (Sarvas, 1987) linking geometric
properties of a neuronal source to sensor signals.
1.1. Preliminaries
In order to localize neuronal sources using the non-invasive mea-
surements one has to solve the ill-posed electromagnetic inverse
problem. The main challenge in interpreting the inverse solu-
tion is to distinguish between the true cortical activity and that
brought in by the associated non-uniqueness of the inverse prob-
lem inMEG(EEG). The exact shape of such a spread varies greatly
across subjects as a result of its direct dependence on the for-
ward model operator taking into account individual highly vari-
able cortical surface geometry. Thus, due to high variability of
anatomic characteristics and geometric properties of the experi-
mental session, practical application of such a strategy results in
solutions that vary greatly across individual subjects. This strat-
egy makes it possible to detect cortical regions whose activation
exhibits statistically significant differences between experimental
conditions within short time-window (e.g., statistical paramet-
ric mapping). However, the whole timecourse profiles of activa-
tion estimated for these regions could be so dissimilar between
subjects that it is impossible to unambiguous explore any of its
characteristics in time domain (e.g., connectivity analysis).
One way around this problem is to use parametric meth-
ods to solve the inverse problem and find a finite set of dipoles
(location, orientation, timecourse) that explain the large propor-
tion of variance in the data see (Tanskanen et al., 2005; Def-
fke et al., 2007; Schweinberger et al., 2007; Wengenroth et al.,
2014; Woodhead et al., 2014) as examples. This approach allows
(although for a limited extent) exploratory data analysis in con-
trast to approaches in which ROIs are predefined (and not data
driven). The drawback of this technique lies in low accuracy of
multidipolar fits in a more than 2-dipole case and the difficulty
of a priori determination of the number of dipoles to fit (see
however, Mosher and Leahy, 1999) as well the cross-subject co-
registration issues. In principle, the approaches similar to those
exercised in Darvas et al. (2005) can be used to further advance
multi-subject multi-dipole analysis.
Another way around lies in using extended ROIs with borders
defined based on the functional properties via statistical analysis
(Pantazis et al., 2005; Litvak et al., 2011) of the data within some
prespecified time window (Gross et al., 2007; Altamura et al.,
2010; Brang et al., 2010; Clarke et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011) . In
order to avoid double dipping problem (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009)
separate data sets for determining the ROIs and ROI centered
analysis need to be used (Brang et al., 2010), which significantly
complicates a study. The problem is that even this procedure does
not guarantee reliable detection of ROI borders. Activation pro-
files of spatially extended regions can be hardly modeled by a sin-
gle time course. Regions showing sufficiently high contrast may
be too focal to allow justifiable co-registration across subjects.
Also, non data-driven ROI specification completely excludes the
possibility of detailed spatial exploratory analysis.
Group analysis is one of the main approaches used in cog-
nitive neuroscience to account for between-subject variability.
However, matching ROIs from several subjects constitutes an
additional challenge as even if the exact correspondence between
meshes is established the data-driven approach described above
does not guarantee significant intersection of the corresponding
ROIs across subjects and the similarity of activation timeseries
is not enforced as well. The described problems do not preclude
from efficient studies of within subject connectivity and other
statistical properties of activations dynamics. However, signifi-
cant across-subject variation of activation profiles may become
a serious obstacle in interpretation of results on the group level.
Consequently, the goal of this work was to develop a method
for solving the inverse problem at a group level that would
increase the accuracy of spatial localization of a set of simul-
taneously active cortical regions and allowed for more accurate
estimation of the corresponding activation timeseries. Another
important problem that needs to be solved is that of establishing
the correspondence of distinct ROIs across subjects.
The solution that we provide attempts to solve the two prob-
lems simultaneously within a probabilistic framework and thus
allows us to significantly improve on the existing approaches that
perform the two tasks separately (first localize then match). In
contrast to many other methods the proposed technique takes
advantage of individual variations of cortical geometry and head
position inside the helmet. Our method exploits across subject
variability as the source of additional information to deliver more
accurate decomposition of the non-invasively observed activity
into a set of functionally relevant components. These concep-
tual innovations allow us to achieve more accurate solutions
for each of the two problems. To solve an under-determined
inverse problem, modeling assumptions about the solution must
be made. The accuracy of a solution is crucially dependent on
the plausibility of these assumptions. Earlier attempts to bene-
fit from between-subject variation of forward models were made
at the post individual inverse stage (Larson et al., 2014) which
only partly exploits the potential for improvement of localization
accuracy.
1.2. Modeling Assumptions and Approach Outline
In electrophysiology the vast number of data analysis are based
on the assumption of similarity in measured responses across
subjects. The most revealing example is the concept of grand
average across subjects. Data from different subjects for one
experimental paradigm get averaged in the attempt to obtain the
response corresponding exactly to the process in study and dis-
card any individual variability. Here we suggest to use these simi-
larities as modeling assumptions or prior knowledge to constrain
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solution of the inverse problem within the newly introduced
group-level algebraic inverse paradigm.
In the approach presented here there are two main assump-
tions. The first one is that functionally equivalent brain activ-
ities for different subjects are located in the same anatomical
structures that may not exactly coincide on the cortex for dif-
ferent subjects but are, nevertheless, quite close to each other.
The second assumption is that these activities for different sub-
jects unfold in time in very similar ways so that the correspond-
ing time courses are correlated. These assumptions of ours are
based on the concept of modularity of brain organization that is
a cornerstone of most modern brain theories (Fodor, 1983). The
assumption about similarity (not exact) of anatomical structure
and location of functionally homologous brain regions appears to
be quite plausible, at least for the experiments with normal adult
subjects (Cosmides and Tooby, 1994). Feasibility of the second
assumption stems from a large number of studies that with the
use of subdural grid and depth electrode recordings (e.g., Hal-
gren et al., 1980; Smith et al., 1986; Friederici et al., 1999) show
that there is rather reproducible sequence of characteristic fea-
tures of time courses such as peak latencies, extent of positive
or negative excursions for most subjects in response to a fixed
stimulus. These findings allow us to expect reasonably high cor-
relation of activation timeseries across individuals (Clune et al.,
2013). As we show in this work, the explicit constraint on the
across-subject similarity of activations improves the accuracy of
the inverse solution.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Algorithm
To facilitate constraints on across-subject level and allow for
anatomically informed source reconstruction, first of all, the
exact match between cortices of different subjects must be estab-
lished. The canonical mesh (Mattout et al., 2007) ensures that
activity is reconstructed in the same source space over subjects
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Briefly, the forward model for
each subject starts with a template mesh, defining a lattice of
sources on the cortical surface. This mesh is then warped using
an inverse spatial normalization so that the resulting canon-
ical mesh is in the same place as the subject’s cortical sheet.
After warping, subject specific forward fields (i.e., a gain matrix)
are computed using standard electromagnetic forward modeling
procedure using a single-shell head model. Reconstruction of the
canonical sources corresponds to the inversion of these forward
models, given some data. After inversion of the ensuing forward
model, reconstructed activity can be assigned to the same mesh
vertices over subjects.
Consider a set of observation equations for each subject
Yi = LiJi + εi (1)
where for the i-th out of total N subjects Yi ∈ R
c×t—
measurement vector, Li ∈ R
c×n—i-th subject lead field matrix,
calculated on the basis of individual anatomy image, and Ji ∈
Rn×t is a vector of amplitudes of n current dipoles distributed
inside the gray matter of the i−th subject’s brain with fixed orien-
tations normal to the cortical surface, n is the same for all N sub-
jects and the necessary correspondence between vertices across
subjects is ensured by a coregistration mechanism (e.g., canoni-
cal mesh), εi ∈ R
c×t—measurement noise vector, c—number of
channels, t—number of timeslices. Having exact correspondence
between sources (mesh vertices) of different subjects we can try
to express the assumptions described above in a very simple form


Y1
...
YN

 =


L1
...
LN

 J¯ +


ε1
...
εN

 (2)
where J¯- common vector of activations for all subjects J¯ ∈ Rn×t.
Unfortunately, the formulation is not realistic as it is impossi-
ble to really justify the fundamental assumption of exact deter-
ministic across-subject equivalence of activation vectors stipu-
lated by formulation in Equation (2). Evenwith establishedmatch
between all individual vertices over subjects this correspondence
is exact only in the anatomical but not in the functional sense.
Real functional ROIs can be close to each other for different sub-
jects but overlap only partly or not overlap at all. Similar argu-
ments can be made about correlation of electrical activity of the
corresponding sources. To implement this we need to relax the
constraints imposed by the use of common vector of activations
in Equation (2) which naturally leads to the second form of the
group data model that allows to impose similarity constraints
using probabilistic language


Y1
...
YN

 =


L1 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · LN




J1
...
JN

+


ε1
...
εN

 (3)
A concise form of this equation
Y = LJ + ε (4)
can be obtained with the following notations Y =
[YT1 , . . . ,Y
T
N]
T , Y ∈ RNc×t and a group-wise source activations
vector J =
[
JT1 , . . . , J
T
N
]T
, with J ∈ RNn×t. Block-diagonal
matrix
L =


L1 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · LN

, L ∈ RNc×Nn having blocks of sub-
ject’s lead field matrices Li ∈ R
c×n provides the same linear
relationship between data and sources as in the single subject
case.
Theoretically, a solution to this problem can be found within
maximum a posteriori probability framework that in addition to
likelihood term requires a prior term expressing the desired prop-
erties of the solution to be found. For example, to formalize the
requirement of exact coincidence of individual activations the
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following source space prior p(J|C) ∝ exp(− 12 J
TC−1J) can be
used with C ∈ RNn×Nn of the form


I · · · I
...
. . .
...
I · · · I

 (5)
where I ∈ Rn×n is an n×n identitymatrix. The technical fact that
C is not invertible requires considering this prior in the general-
ized delta-function sense via the limit C−1 = limǫ→0 (C + ǫI)
−1.
With ǫ → 0 Equations (2) and (3) become equivalent, as the
specified covariance expresses the requirement that cov(Ji, Jj) = 1
corresponding to the exact equivalence of individual activations.
These (largely equivalent) forms Equations (2, 3) help to high-
light different features of the approach suggested here. The first
form Equation (2) most clearly represents the main advantage of
GALA, namely adopting additional anatomical information used
to solve the inverse problem. Indeed, the stacked gain matrix as it
is used in Equation (2) with a common vector of activations for all
subjects J¯, results into significantly less under-determined prob-
lem than any of the individual ones because due to geometric and
anatomical reasons rank(L¯) ≥ rank(Li) for any i, for a quantita-
tive support of this statement see Figure 1A in Section 3. Note,
that this characteristic of GALA differs it from the earlier sug-
gested approaches for group inversion (Litvak and Friston, 2008;
Henson et al., 2011) based on finding common source space for
all subjects. The use of such a common subspace approach leads
to the ultimate decrease of the group forwardmodel rank as com-
pared to the individual models. The more disparate individual
forward models are the more pronounced rank decrease is. For
the GALA approach suggested here the situation is exactly the
opposite, as the addition of any new subject increases the rank of
L¯ and improves solution’s accuracy.
The second form of the group data model expressed by Equa-
tion (3) allows the use of composite source space covariance pri-
ors to impose adequate constraints onto the group inverse. We
will show that adding the simplest diagonal covariance compo-
nent allows to relax the unrealistic constraints imposed by the
use of common vector of activations in Equation (2).
Here, we stick to Bayesian approach and assume that J and ε
in Equation (4) follow multivariate Gaussian distributions p(J) ∝
N (J; 0,Q) and p(ε) ∝ N (ε;0,6ε) whereQ and6ε are covariance
matrices of source activations and noise respectively.
FIGURE 1 | (A) Rank of combined leadfield matrix as a function of the
number of lead field matrices concatenated. We show results for
condition number threshold of e−8. We observe significant growth of
the effective rank. The observed growth of the group model rank
illustrates the amount of additional information brought into the inverse
problem by considering all subjects simultaneously and ensures
potentially increased accuracy in the associated inverse problem
solutions. (B) Dependence of M1 accuracy of ground truth activity
recovery measure on the number of subjects in the group inverse for
six different methods (lower value of M1 corresponds to higher
accuracy). To simulate the data we used the ground-truth patch as
shown in (C). (C) To appreciate qualitative picture corresponding to
different values of M1 consider the following localization results of the
simulated cortical activity. From left to right: ground truth, GALA(1) on 6
simulated subjects, lead-field concatenation without smoothness
constraint (Concat.); MNE w/o averaging (MNE).
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According to the well established framework (Wipf and
Nagarajan, 2009) the posterior distribution of the source activity
J given data Y can be derived from Bayes theorem as
p(J|Y) =
p(Y|J)p(J)
p(Y)
(6)
p(J|Y) ∝ p(Y|J)p(J) ∝ exp(−(LJ − Y)T
6−1ε (LJ − Y)− J
TQ−1J) (7)
So that if Q is known, estimated activity Jˆ can be obtained as
Jˆ = QLT(6ε + LQL
T)−1Y (8)
However, sinceQ is not known, a suitable approximation Qˆmust
first be found. As suggested in Phillips et al. (2005) we adopt the
following parametrization
Q =
Nq∑
i= 1
hiCi (9)
where Ci , Ci ∈ R
Nn×Nn are known matrices which impose
constraints on the structure of source covariance matrices and
hi are non-negative unknown parameters (sometimes referred to
as hyperparameters, Friston, 2002) and should be derived from
the data. As long as basis set of covariance matrices in Equa-
tion (9) is fixed the common way to estimate hyperparameters
is based on integrating out the source activities J and considering
hyperparameters as the only parameters. Posterior probability of
hyperparameters from Bayes theorem is p(h|Y) ∝ p(Y|h)p(h).
In the case of flat priors on hyperparameters we can write that
p(h|Y) ∝ p(Y|h).
This gives p(Y|h) ∝ N (Y; 0, 6y) ∝ |6y|
− 12 exp
(− 12Y
T6−1y Y) where 6y = 6ε + LQL
T is sensor space sample
covariance corresponding to the prior source covariance.
Finding hyperparameters that maximize p(Y|h) is equiv-
alent to maximizing the corresponding ML cost function
2 ln(p(Y|h)) = −trace
[
Cy6
−1
y
]
− ln |6y| where Cy = YY
T is
the empirical covariance. This procedure is sometimes referred
to as type-II maximum likelihood (Wipf et al., 2010).
Our key contribution is in proposing novel iteratively adjusted
parametric covariance structure of Q that on the one hand
imposes the desired similarity between subjects and on the other
hand models subject specific activity and thus prevents the dis-
tortion of the common (across subjects) part of the solution.
Identification of this covariance model is implemented via iter-
ative partitioning of the source space into two complementary
sets. The first set 2 is a set of vertices whose activations are sim-
ilar across the group of N subjects. The complementary set 1 is
defined correspondingly as 1 =  − 2 where  is a set of all
vertices of all N subjects.
The structure of covariance matrix as composed of three
types of components is shown in Figure 2. Here we illustrate
our covariance modeling approach for the simplified neighbor-
hood system determined by linear voxel index. R2
k
is the covari-
ance matrix component on the k-th iteration modeling similarity
across neighborhood vertices both within one subject and across
them.D2
k
is the covariance matrix modeling across-subject vari-
ability of activations within common activity regions as well as
the variability of activation power of different ROIs within one
subject.D1
k
appears starting from the second iteration andmod-
els individual activations outside the common activity regions.
Note, that since 1 and 2 are complementary subsets of , the
non-zero elements of D1
k
correspond to the vertices in which
R2
k
and D2
k
have zero entries. Thus, on the k−th iteration our
group-wise data covariance matrix is parametrized as
6ky = h
k
16ε + LQ
kLT (10)
with
Qk = hk2R
2k + hk3D
2k +
k∑
j= 2
hk2+jD
1j (11)
Here, superscripts 2k and 1k specify the set of vertices whose
covariance has the corresponding component. The term hk16ε
corresponds to sensor noise covariance. In general, matrix 6ε is
a Nc× Nc block diagonal matrix that can be built from the noise
covariance matrices for each subject. In this work we used scaled
identity matrix to represent sensor noise covariance.
The first term in Equation (11) expresses the requirement
that each source of every subject should co-vary with the corre-
sponding sources of other subjects. This spatial correspondence
is defined in a smooth way using the Gaussian kernel weighted
neighborhood on a cortical mesh. This is implemented using
matrix R2
k
= {r2
k
ij }, a symmetric matrix modeling similarity
across neighborhood vertices both within one subject and across
them. The best way to introduce R2
k
is to represent it as a con-
volution of two parts emphasizing it characteristics. Consider a
matrix composed of N × N identity matrices I, I ⊂ Rn×n Equa-
tion (5), stating that activity in every vertex of any subject exactly
co-varies with that of the corresponding vertices of other subjects,
and convolve it with discrete Gaussian kernel G(d) = exp(−d2),
where d—is normalized geodesic distance in adjacency metric on
the mesh, so that the closer the neighbor vertices are to the center
of the kernel the more their activity is expected to coincide with
that of the central voxel. Formally the elements of matrix R2
k
can
be represented as
r2
k
i+pn,j+pn =
{
exp(−d2ij), for j ∈ Oi, i+ pn ∈ 2
k, j+ pn ∈ 2k
0, otherwise
(12)
for i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , n; p = 0, ....N−1 whereOi is a set of
vertices in the neighborhood of the i-th vertex defined by thresh-
olding the kernel G and dij is cortical distance in adjacency metric
between the i-th and the j-th vertices. Please, refer to Figure 2 for
a simplified graphical representation of this matrix.
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FIGURE 2 | This diagram illustrates covariance matrix components
as described in Algorithm section. R2
k
is the covariance matrix on
the k-th iteration modeling similarity across neighborhood vertices both
within one subject and across them. For visualization purposes this
matrix has been obtained from the identity matrix convolved with the
Gaussian kernel, corresponding to the simplified neighborhood system
determined by linear voxel index. We have also significantly reduced
each subject’s vertex count. D2
k
is the covariance matrix modeling
across-subject variability of activity within common activity regions. D1
k
appears starting from the second iteration and models individual
activity outside common activity regions. Note, non-zero elements of
this matrix correspond to the vertices in which R2
k
and D2
k
components have zero entries, reflecting the fact that set 1k is
complementary to set 2k .
Despite Gaussian smoothing characteristics of matrix R2
k
its
structure forces source activity values to be exactly the same for
corresponding vertices of every subject. To relax this constraint
the second component is needed. It models independent varia-
tions of sources for the same set 2k and is formalized as matrix
D2
k
, see Equation (11).MatrixD2
k
is anNn×Nn diagonalmatrix
in which we first set to unity only the elements corresponding
to the indices in set 2k and then convolve the resultant diago-
nal matrix with the same Gaussian kernel G(d). Unlike the first
covariance basis element,D2
k
does not impose cross-subject sim-
ilarity and allows for individual variations of the evoked activity.
The main purpose of hyperparameters estimation then is balanc-
ing between the similarity and independence of activity of the
corresponding sources across subjects.
The last term in Equation (11) appears starting from the sec-
ond iteration and has a composite structure. Sequential iterations
reparametrize it by adding at each iteration a new matrix cor-
responding to the new complementary set 1k. This component
gathers the activity that is least similar across subjects, and thus
its terms are created on the basis of Nn × Nn identity matrices
with non-zero elements corresponding to the vertices in set1k.
So unlike the second component that models across-subject
variability of response in the commonly active regions, this third
component describes individual activity that does not have any
similarity across-subjects and therefore is not of interest. Based
on these considerations we term this activity as source noise.
However, while the activity of vertices in set 1k should be
excluded from the subsequent analysis we have to still account
for it in the covariance structure to prevent the distortion of the
common part of the solution and avoid leaking of this individual
activity into the common part of the solution.
In a nutshell, the GALA algorithm starts assuming the ideal
scenario that all the vertices of all subjects belong to a set 2, i.e.,
21 =  and 11 = 0 and proceeds iteratively. At the k-th itera-
tion, using covariance matrix from the previous, k-1-st iteration
we find hyperparameters hi, i = 1, ..., k+ 2 and the source vec-
tor estimate Jˆk. Then, based on the estimate of Jˆk we adjust the
partitioning of vertices between sets2k and1k keeping it so that
set 2k contains only half of the best vertices from set2k−1 . The
worst half goes to 1k set. Having obtained this new partition we
reparametrize our source space covariance matrix Qk according
to Equation (11) and perform the new iteration.
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For reparametrization we useMi =
∑
j∈9 C
Jk
ij , i = 1, ...,Nn
as the criterion for selection of the best vertices. In this expres-
sion CJ
k
ij = cov
(
Jˆki (t), Jˆ
k
j (t)
)
reflects similarity of the i-th and j-th
vertices activation timeseries on the k-th iteration, t in brackets
indicates that covariance is calculated over time dimension, and
set 9 contains only those indices for which R2
k
ij > 0. This mea-
sure defines for each vertex the value which combines its variance
with the degree of similarity of its time course and that of the
nearest neighbors inside Oi both within one subject and across
subjects as indicated by non-zero entries of R2
k
.
We summarize the overall work-flow in the diagram on
Figure 3.
2.2. Methods of Comparison
GALA was designed to cope with deviations from the standard
assumption of common activations vector across subjects in the
group MEG data. Each of the simulation studies described in
Sections 3.1.1–3.1.4 were designed to study GALA’s performance
FIGURE 3 | Diagram of GALA workflow. Variable names match those in the
text.
as a function of particular parameter characterizing such devi-
ation. When describing the simulations, each section adds the
specific details that pertain to the particular study.
In the present study we constrained the sources to lie on a
tessellated mesh of the cortical mantle. The sources are consid-
ered as dipoles with fixed orientations normal to the local cur-
vature of the mesh. The meshes were obtained on the basis of
high-resolution structural T1-weighted MRIs acquired on a 1.5T
Toshiba ExcelArt Vantage scanner (TR = 12ms, TE = 5ms,
flip angle = 20◦, slice thickness = 1.0mm, voxel size = 1.0
×1.0× 1.0mm3).
Purely for simplicity purposes in this work we used 204 pla-
nar gradiometer sensors arranged according to the design imple-
mented in Elekta Neuromag Vector View 306 channel MEG sys-
tem. We used single-shell forward model to calculate magnetic
field in a realistic volume conductor (Nolte and Curio, 1997). For
each subject we computed orientation constrained forward mod-
els for two different meshes we used to produce simulated data
(8196 vertices) and to solve the inverse problem (5124 vertices).
This was done to mimic realistic conditions.
2.2.1. Simulated Data
Here we outline the general procedure for generating simulated
datasets used in this study.
For each simulated patch we first choose a vertex to serve as a
gravity center for the group of corresponding patches in all sub-
jects. To model variations of patch location across subjects we
specified central vertices for individual patches by varying the
position of this center of gravity vertex. To form individual patch
we then selected vertices within pre-specified distance from the
individual central vertex.
Patch activations, modeling evoked response, were created by
alterations of the basic activation function. As the basic function
we chose sine of square root of time index modulated by the gen-
eralized bell-shaped Matlab function. The use of square root in
the argument of the sine function provided the increase of oscil-
lation period with increased latency of the response. Bell-shaped
function parameters were chosen to provide 2–3 half-waves in the
response. Then, to model across-subject variations we added the
parameters responsible for response jitter and additional spread.
In all the simulations we used evoked fields and therefore, the
reported SNR values correspond to that of the trial-averaged
evoked fields and not single epoch responses. To simulate sen-
sor space data we then multiplied subject vertex activation time-
series by the corresponding lead field matrices as dictated by the
observation Equation (1).
To assess the quality of inverse solutions we used two indica-
tors separately reflecting localization accuracy and the precision
of activation timeseries recovery. We used independent of any
threshold measure M1 calculated as the sum of vertex by vertex
absolute differences of the normalized estimate and ground-truth
values of activity. This measure is an extension of previously
introduced criterion calculated as the ratio of hit rate to false
positive rate. Formally M1 can be written as
M1 =
∑n
i=1 |Jnori − Jˆnori| where normalized values of the
ground-truth and estimated activations are calculated as Jnor =
J/
∑n
i=1 |Ji| and Jˆnor = Jˆ/
∑n
i=1 |Jˆi|.
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Clearly, M1 is bounded and takes values in the 0–2 range
with zero corresponding to the exact match and 2 to a complete
absence of any overlap of the two solutions.M1 can be used with-
out any threshold, however, its sensitivity gets then reduced due
to taking into account low power but widely spreading tails. In
this work we used a threshold to zero the activity of the vertices
whose amplitude is below 10% of the maximum map value. The
10% threshold was considered as a reasonable number to use.
To asses the precision of activation timeseries recovery we
used a very simple M2 correlation-based measure calculated as
M2 = 1− r, where r is the correlation coefficient of the recovered
and the ground-truth timeseries. Note that M2 does not depend
on the amplitude of this signal and reflects only shape similar-
ity, as amplitude is essentially power characteristics taken care by
M1. M2 is also bounded within 0–2 range with 0 corresponding
to the exact shape coincidence and 2 to complete anticorrelation.
During systematic studies of GALA’s behavior we varied neu-
ronal activation parameters as described in the corresponding
sections and generated several different random datasets for the
same values of activity parameters. The number of such datasets
for each parameter set varied in the 5–9 range depending on the
complexity of computations. Values of M1 and M2 obtained for
each of the cases were averaged and standard deviation was calcu-
lated. We have also averaged M1 and M2 values among subjects
to make our presentation concise.
2.2.2. Real Data
In this work we used MEG data recorded during an experi-
mental study in which the subjects within two 17-min sections
were presented with 16 different visual stimuli. For testing our
method on the real data we selected only two types of stimuli
“face” and “scrambled face.” These stimuli were presented with all
others in a randomized order for duration of 800 ms with an iter-
stimulus interval that randomly varied in 1000–1500ms range.
Stimuli size measured 8◦ and all the stimuli were normalized
to have the same brightness and RMS contrast. Stimulus “face”
was a gray scaled image of a man’s face processed with spatial
bandpass filter with 0.025–0.1 band in the normalized spatial fre-
quency units. The “scrambled face” stimulus was phase-shuﬄed,
Fourier-transformed version of the “face.” Each stimulus was pre-
sented 50 times. During the experiment the subjects had to press
a button in response to the target stimulus. Neither “face” nor
“scrambled face” were the target.
MEG data was recorded with sampling rate 1000Hz for eight
middle-aged adult participants in a neuromagnetically-shielded
room using a 306-channel MEG (Vectorview, Elekta-Neuromag)
comprising 204 planar gradiometers and 102 magnetometers in
102 locations above the participant’s head.
To avoid the concerns related to the different scales in the
gradiometer and magnetometer data and to speed up the calcu-
lations in this methodological work we used only the data from
204 planar gradiometers for inverse solution testing. GALA could
equally well be applied to the complete set of data combining
gradiometer and magnetometer data.
The temporal signal space separation (tSSS) as implemented
in MaxFilter (Elekta-Neuromag) was used to suppress interfer-
ence signals generated outside the brain. The artifact corrected
data were filtered with a 40 Hz low-pass filter. For each stimulus
type the epochs comprising −100 to 600 ms relative to stimulus
onset were extracted. This data was recorded in Moscow Center
for Neurocognitive research (MEGCenter) ofMoscow State Uni-
versity of Psychology and Education. The study was approved by
the ethics committee of Moscow State University of Psychology
and Education.
2.3. Software Notes
The main body of the software used in this study for simula-
tions and for solving the inverse problem is custom designed
Matlab software. To compute forward models we used Field-
trip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) utilities. All operations related to
canonical mesh creation and manipulation to match individual
MRIs were performed using the functionality of SPM8 (Litvak
et al., 2011) software package. For hyperparameter vector estima-
tion we used SPM8 function implementing restricted maximum
likelihood optimization.
3. Results
3.1. Simulation Studies
The main idea behind GALA is the use of individual variabil-
ity in position of anatomically and functionally identical cortical
regions with respect to MEG sensors. Such variability may stem
as from the individual anatomy variations as well as from vary-
ing head position against the sensors. We do not study these
two sources of variation separately but rather start from indi-
vidually computed lead field matrices (forward model matrices)
for dipoles in the nodes of the canonical mesh. We then stack
these individual matrices into the group forward fieldmatrix as in
Equation (2) and do so for 1,2, ..., 9 subjects. For each such stack-
ing we measure the effective rank of the group lead field matrix as
the dimension of the principal subspace with normalized eigen-
values greater than e−8. As illustrated in Figure 1A there is a
steady growth of the effective rank. Note, that for a single sub-
ject using 204 gradiometer sensors we observe the average rank
to be 60 for e−8 condition number threshold and it demonstrates
the 3-fold increase for 9 subjects.
We then simulated a singe time slice of activity in a single
patch as shown in Figure 1C and projected on the sensors as
described in Section 2.2.1. One and the same mesh was used
to both generate the MEG data and to solve the inverse prob-
lem. However, the extent and shape of the Gaussian kernels was
different for simulations and inverse problem solving. Since we
aimed at comparing several methods (including non-iterative) we
showed GALA results corresponding to the first iteration. The
compared methods varied in using (or not) the similarity across
subjects constraints and imposing (or not) the spatial smoothness
constraint. See the Table 1 in for the complete list of methods
used in this study.
Figure 1B shows the dependence of M1 localization accu-
racy measure on the number of subjects in the group inverse.
When lead field matrices are not concatenated the group analy-
sis boils down to a simple across-subject averaging of the indi-
vidually computed source maps. Although post-inverse aver-
aging improves accuracy of localization of the local maxima
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TABLE 1 | Summary of the methods used in this study.
Inverse model type Without smoothness constraint With smoothness constraint
Non-interative Interative
MNE sMNE
No similarity across subjects
MNEave
(MNE+post inverse averaging across
subjects)
sMNEave
(sMNE+post inverse averaging
across subjects)
sMNEi
Rigid similarity across subjects Concat. sConcat.
equivalent model
Not used
Relaxed similarity across subjects nsGALA GALA(1)
redGALA
(Model w/o source noise comp.)
GALA
(Larson et al., 2014), our results showed that averaging did
not significantly improve M1 measure for both classical group-
averaged MNE (MNEave) and MNE with additional spatial-
smoothness constraint (sMNEave) (top two curves on the
Figure 1B). Given that M1 is a combined measure reflecting
both proximity of centroids for estimated and true activations
as well as correct assessment of the extent of activated regions,
we believe that the reason for this is that post-inverse averag-
ing does not lead to more accurate estimation of activated area
size.
The second from the top pair of nearly coinciding curves cor-
responds to a model similar to GALA but without smoothness
constraint (nsGALA) and concatenated lead field based solution
Equation (2) (Concat.). The two bottom curves correspond to
full scale GALA after the first iteration (GALA(1)) and to the
model equivalent to concatenated lead field based solution but
with smoothness constraint (sConcat.). Actually, the results for
the last model were calculated using the model similar to GALA
but whose source space covariance does not have the individual
variability termD2.
The observed coincidence of the curves in each of the pairs
is expected since we have the exact patch coincidence across-
subjects and therefore the contribution of the individual variabil-
ity covariance component should reduce to zero. On the other
hand, this observed behavior is not a trivial fact as this confirms
the proper operation of the optimization step aiming to estimate
from the data the hyperparameters h scaling the contribution of
the two covariance components.
We also want to note that using the smoothness constraint
in full scale GALA (GALA(1)) and model equivalent to con-
catenated lead field based solution with smoothness constraint
(sConcat.) significantly increases localization accuracy (middle
vs. bottom pair of curves). This was not the case for the stan-
dard approach when the smoothness constraint was applied
individually to each subject (top two curves).
In order to appreciate the relation between the numerical val-
ues ofM1 and the actual visually perceived similarity we present
a set of maps with varying value of M1 produced by different
inverse solvers (Figure 1C).
3.1.1. The Effect of Non-Exact Spatial Coincidence of
Functionally Similar Cortical Structures
The results from the previous section illustrate that group inverse
accuracy in the conditions of our study does not significantly
increase for groups of more than 6 subjects. Therefore, to save
on computer time we conducted the following studies using only
the first 6 out of 9 alphabetically sorted subjects (which we believe
is equivalent to a single random choice). We studied the effect of
non-exact geometric coincidence of the central nodes of active
cortical regions on the group inverse accuracy. We simulated
three active patches per subject. We present our results as plots
in Figure 4A. In these plots x-axis value ds is proportional to the
average across-subject distance between patch centers. Detailed
procedure used to determine patch locations for each of the
subjects described in Appendix A.
The first thing that needs to be appreciated from the plots of
M1 accuracy score in Figure 4A is that evenwith a small displace-
ment of patch centers the lead field concatenated group inverse
Equation (2) (Concat.) fails to deliver reasonable accuracy and
performs worse than even the standard MNE solution. In con-
trast, for the entire range of simulated patch displacement values
GALA(1) yields better M1 measure than that delivered by the
MNE.
Based on the above we conclude that unlike the stacked lead-
field inverse Equation (2) GALA permits a relaxation of the
requirement of exact spatial coincidence of functionally similar
cortical regions. GALA’s accuracy of ground truth activity recov-
ery exceeds that of the standard minimum norm approach even
for very significant values of spatial jitter values. Primarily, this
improvement is due to a more accurate GALA’s estimation of
region extents that is useful feature for disentangling different
sources of activity in the three patch case.
3.1.2. The Effect of Patch Activation Timeseries
Dissimilarity
In this part of our study we simulated three active patches
with exact (node-by-node) spatial coincidence between sub-
jects. We used different basic activation curves for each patch.
We then used the procedure described in the Appendix to
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FIGURE 4 | Dependence of accuracy of ground truth activity
recovery on the deviations from the exact across-subject
similarity of activation vectors. Dependence of M1 accuracy of
ground truth activity recovery measure (A) on the spatial jitter of
patch locations across subject (lower value of M1 corresponds to
higher accuracy) for three patches simulated. When accuracy is
assessed both in terms of spatial proximity of the estimated and
true activations and correct specification of the extent of activated
regions GALA(1) provides better accuracy than MNE for all
simulated patch offsets. The model with lead-field concatenation
(Concat.) performs worse than MNE even with a small displacement
of patch centers. Dependence of M1 accuracy of ground truth
activity recovery measure (B) and M2 (C) time course recovery
accuracy measure on the dissimilarity of time courses across
subjects for three different methods (lower values of M1 and M2
correspond to higher accuracy). Use numbers against each curve to
establish the correspondence with the legend in (A). (D) Dependence
of M1 accuracy of ground truth activity recovery measure on
simultaneous patch centers displacement and activation timeseries
dissimilarity. Localization accuracy provided by GALA(1) remains well
bounded as revealed by almost horizontal dependence of M1 on
simultaneous spatial and time jitter.
introduce across-subject variability of activation time-courses.
Note, that the dissimilarity of activation time-course violates the
assumptions implied by Equation (2). Interestingly, this leads not
only to the errors in estimation of patch activation timecourses
for the corresponding model (Concat.) (Figure 4C), which can
be thought of as a trivial result, but also translates into significant
deterioration of spatial accuracy as illustrated by M1 measure
values in Figure 4B.
GALA’s spatial accuracy deteriorates with increased dissimi-
larity of activation timeseries, however, it stays well below that
of the standard minimum-norm and stacked lead field model
based solutions. GALA(1) also provides nearly perfect accu-
racy of activation timeseries reconstruction for the entire range
of dissimilarity values as opposed to the stacked lead field
model.
The main conclusion here is that GALA as compared to
the concatenated lead-field based inverse allows us to relax the
requirement for exact similarity of patch activation timeseries
across subjects. GALA also provides better reconstruction of the
underlying source space activity mainly by means of more accu-
rate estimation of activated area size than the standard minimum
norm approach for all values of timeseries dissimilarity.
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3.1.3. The Effect of Simultaneous Patch Centers
Displacement and Activation Timeseries Dissimilarity
In this section we describe our results of studying the effects
of simultaneous spatial and temporal dissimilarity on GALA’s
accuracy. Figure 4D shows M1 measure accuracy surfaces
corresponding to GALA(1) solution for three patch cases. We do
not show the surface corresponding to the MNE solution as it
appears to be a flat plane at, on average, M1 = 1.22 level for the
three patch case studied here. We do not showM2 measure here
as its values appear to be not significantly different from zero for
both methods and cases studied in this section.
The surface in Figure 4D looks absolutely predictable based
on the studies described in the previous sections. Under the exact
similarity of temporal activations or zero patch displacement we
are seeing the dependencies similar to those obtained in the pre-
vious sections where we scrutinized each of the effects separately.
Noteworthy is the fact that for maximal values of each of the
factors the accuracy looses its dependence on the other factor.
We conclude that for simultaneous variation of spatial and
temporal similarity indices of the underlying source space activ-
ity GALA remains stable and produces solutions with accuracy
superior to that of the standard MNE.
3.1.4. The Effect of Iterations on the Accuracy of the
Solution
In this section we study the effect of iterations on the solution
accuracy. We compare GALA with only one iteration (GALA(1))
to that of full blown iterative GALA for various degrees of spa-
tial similarity of neuronal activity. We also study the effects of
the use of source noise covariance component in GALA covari-
ance Equation (11) on the accuracy and compare full GALA with
its reduced version that does not use source noise covariance
component (redGALA). We also compare the above to another
iterative method based on the MNE with smoothness constraint
(sMNEi) that loosely resembles FOCUSS-LORETA approach
described in Liu et al. (2004). The smoothness constraint used
by this method allows more accurate solutions to be obtained
and represents amore challenging benchmark for GALA than the
iterative method based on the standard MNE approach. Figure 5
shows M1 as a function of patch centers displacement for these
four methods.
To simulate the evoked fields data we used three patches. We
also added white noise to each vertex of the mesh providing L∞
amplitude SNR of 5 to model source noise in the evoked fields.
As before, we then projected these noisy activations onto sensors
using the forward field matrices.
First of all, as we can see from the relative displacement of
blue (GALA) and red (redGALA) curves against the green curve
corresponding to GALA(1), both GALA and reduced GALA
increase performance with iterations. Interestingly, the effect of
iterations on the reduced GALA approach is more pronounced
for large spatial dissimilarity cases. Secondly, the use of source
noise covariance components to model the non-common across-
subjects activity significantly improves the localization accuracy.
This can be seen by comparing the blue curve (GALA) and the
red curve (redGALA).
FIGURE 5 | Dependence of M1 accuracy of ground truth activity
recovery measure on patch centers displacement for three different
iterative algorithms (lower value of M1 corresponds to higher
accuracy). Use numbers against each curve to establish the correspondence
with the legend. The result provided by GALA after the first iteration (GALA(1))
are also shown. Errorbars are shown only for GALA after 6 iterations to avoid
cluttering the figure. See the text for the description.
Finally, we can see that GALA achieves significantly higher
localization accuracy than the sMNEi algorithm. Note, however,
that we do not use noise normalization for both algorithms and
application of this technique could reduce the improvements
furnished by GALA as compared to the sMNEi. Moreover the
difference between these two methods tends to decrease with
the increased spatial dissimilarity when GALA’s assumptions of
reasonable spatial similarity start being violated.
3.1.5. Finding Common Across Subjects Cortical
Activity: Realistic Simulation of Experimental
Conditions
This section describes our final simulations where we demon-
strate the utility of GALA in recovery of specific and common
across subjects activity under maximally close to realistic simula-
tion conditions.We simulated data from 9 subjects with the com-
mon activity represented by 5 clusters as shown in Figure 6A.
Patch centers for individual subjects were obtained by randomly
shifting patch centers by 1–3 cortical mesh nodes with respect to
the mean gravity node. We pseudo-randomly varied the shape of
patch activation timeseries by means of temporal shift and spread
to achieve the following average correlation coefficient values :
0.75± 0.08, 0.52± 0.13, 0.84± 0.05, 0.79± 0.07, 0.53± 0.1.
We used a cortical mesh with 8192 nodes to generate 5 active
patches and projected their source space activity onto the sensors
using the forward operator computed using single shell model.
For inverse modeling we used a smaller mesh comprising 5124
vertices. We used smaller mesh for solving the inverse problem
to mimic real-life situation when actual source positions may not
coincide with either of the grid nodes.
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FIGURE 6 | Localization results for the realistic simulation of 5+3
active patches obtained with four different methods for 4
subjects S1–S4: (A) left hemisphere (B) right hemisphere.
Normalized activations for one time slice are shown. Green circles in the
first column mark source noise patches. Note, GALA perfectly well finds
all 5 patches with common for all subjects activity and discards source
noise patches. sMNEi method converges to the local maxima of MNE,
but these maxima do not match well with the simulated patches. SPM
group inverse delivers a conditionally sparse solution represented by a
set of common across subjects patches. However, the identified
locations of these patches and distribution of their activity very
significantly deviate from the ground truth.
We have also modeled non-specific to the task and individ-
ually variable activity using three additional patches of activity.
To provide further physiological plausibility and reflect the fact
that the primary source of this non-specific activity comes from
the (unaveraged out) remains of ongoing activity whose spatial
characteristics will have some similarity across subjects we have
chosen those patches so that each patch is common to three out
of nine subjects and that activity of these patches is significantly
uncorrelated (r < 0.3). We would like to stress here that this
situation with partly overlapping patches with non-specific (non-
target) activity constitutes a significantly greater challenge to
GALA than the case when spatial substrates of non-target activity
do not coincide across subjects.
To model brain noise that remains in the averaged data we
added 8196 noise sources (to each vertex of the canonical mesh).
The activation time series of these sources were narrow-band
signals obtained via zero-phase filtering of realizations of Gaus-
sian (pseudo)random process by the fifth order band-pass IIR
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filters in the bands corresponding to theta (4–7Hz), alpha (8–
12Hz), beta (15–30Hz) and gamma (30–50Hz, 50–70Hz) activ-
ity. Their relative contributions were scaled in accordance with
1
f
characteristic of the realistic EMEG spectrum. We added this
noise to the clean source space data to obtain post-averaged
source space L∞ SNR of 5. To model sensor noise we added to
the sensor timeseries low-pass filtered (30 Hz cut-off) white noise
and scaled it to obtain L∞ SNR of 3.3 in the sensor space.
Figure 6 shows comparative localization results for 4 ran-
domly picked subjects (total 9 subjects were used in this sim-
ulation) for the following four methods (columns 2–5): GALA,
iterative method based on MNE with smoothness constraint
(sMNEi), the classical MNE and SPM group inverse. The SPM
group inverse was chosen as the technique specifically designed
to simultaneously solve the inverse problem for a group of sub-
jects based on finding the common source space. This method
may be used with various constrains imposed on the structure
of the covariance matrix. We used the multiple sparse priors
(greedy search) option to obtain a conditionally sparse solution
comparable to that of GALA.
Table 2 shows goodness of fit,M1 andM2 performance mea-
sures for the four algorithms compared. Measure M1 was cal-
culated for signal variance over the entire simulated time range.
To compute this measure we downsampled the activity from the
mesh with 8192 vertices to that with 5124 used for inverse mod-
eling. For GALA we calculated M1 using only 5 common patches
as by construction GALA infers this information from the data.
For other methods the activity of all 8 patches was used to com-
pute M1. This is due to the fact that these methods are simply
not designed to find common across subjects activity andM1 cal-
culated using only 5 patches would be necessarily worse. M2 for
theMNE and SPM inverse solutions, due to their spatial continu-
ity was computed using the vertices corresponding to the patches
found by GALA. M2 for the iterative MNE model with smooth-
ness constraint (sMNEi) can not be unambiguously calculated
because it is impossible to establish the exact relationship between
the original patches and those obtained by sMNEi solution.
TABLE 2 | shows goodness of fit (GOF, %), M1 and M2 performance
measures for the four algorithms compared.
Method GALA sMNEi MNE SPM group
Measure
GOF (%) 56.92 (6.89) 86.36 (8.45) 90.78.11 (5.04) 58.22 (21.21)
M1 1.18 (0.08) 1.73 (0.14) 1.75 (0.0) 1.92 (0.09)
M2 0.09 (0.06) – 0.09 (0.09) 0.63 (0.09)
In brackets the standard deviations are shown. Measure M1 was calculated for signal vari-
ance over the entire simulated time range. To compute this measure we downsampled the
activity from the mesh with 8192 vertices to that with 5124 used for inverse modeling. For
GALA we calculated M1 using only 5 common patches as by construction GALA infers
this information from the data. For the other methods the activity of all 8 patches was
used to compute M1. This is due to the fact that these methods are simply not designed
to find common across subjects activity and M1 calculated using only 5 patches would be
necessarily worse. M2 for the MNE and SPM inverse solutions due to their spatial conti-
nuity was computed using the vertices corresponding to the patches found by GALA. M2
for the iterative MNE model with smoothness constraint (sMNEi) can not be unambigu-
ously calculated as it is impossible to establish the exact relationship between the original
patches and those obtained by sMNEi solution.
SPM group inverse with multiple sparse priors delivers
conditionally sparse solution (each patch’s extent is formally infi-
nite but has Gaussian shape and can be thresholded) with com-
mon across all subjects patches. Localization of these patches
poorly matches the ground truth (Figure 6) as reflected in a very
high value of M1 = 1.92 for this method. In addition, SPM
group inverse with MSP option corrupts the temporal structure
of response. Average across subjects M2 = 0.63, that is sig-
nificantly higher than for GALA or MNE. This result can be
explained by the fact that due to a poor match between the
ground truth and SPM detected patches M2 was calculated, in
fact, using the timeseries of vertices falling in between the cen-
ters of these patches, and therefore appears to be superposition
of patch low-amplitude tails. Also, it appeared to be impossible
to unambiguously match the SPM obtained and ground truth
patches. Note that contrary to GALA, that operates on the joined
source space and effectively increases forward matrix rank, SPM
group inverse seeks the intersection of the source-space from dif-
ferent subjects and therefore reduces the effective rank in the
data.
The standard MNE solution is distributed over the entire cor-
tex and its interpretation is complex primarily due to depen-
dence of the resultant ROIs and their activation timeseries on
the thresholds used. Local maxima of the MNE solution do not
correspond well with the simulated patches (and patches found
by GALA). However, it is interesting to note that the MNE time-
series calculated for patches determined by GALA show nearly
perfect reconstruction. Also, note that we show here the results
provided byMNEwithout applying any form of noise normaliza-
tion or statistical techniques. The use of these post-inverse steps
could potentially improve the accuracy of the MNE estimated
activity maps.
Thus, we have demonstrated that whenmodeling assumptions
are fully satisfied GALA allows near perfect recovery of the spatial
and temporal structure of the common to all subjects neuronal
activity. GALA also takes care and excludes from the solution
the activity that does not exhibit fuzzy similarity across subjects.
For the other 5 subjects localization is qualitatively similar. Sparse
localization provided by GALA allows for the exact coregistration
of the discovered patches across subjects. Comparing GALA with
the other iterative method used in this simulations (sMNEi) we
can see how the sparseness (a desirable property on one hand)
of the solution provided by this approach makes it difficult to
establish the correspondence of functionally equivalent cortical
regions across subjects. Patches found using sMNEi method do
not overlap and the count of such patches varies from subject to
subject.
3.2. Application to Real Data
We analyzed an MEG dataset comprising data from 8 subjects
as described in Section 2.2. We used GALA and MNE tech-
niques and compared the results delivered by these two meth-
ods. Figure 7 shows localization results obtained using GALA
for four randomly chosen subjects (Figure 7A) and the MNE
(Figure 7B). For GALA we show color-coded patches of activ-
ity common to all 8 subjects. For the MNE we show variance
of the solution over the post-stimulus 0–600ms time interval
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FIGURE 7 | Localization results for the real data recorded during
presentation of “face” and ”scrambled face” visual stimuli obtained
with two different methods for 4 subjects S1–S4. (A) GALA results:
color-coded patches of activity common to all 8 subjects—the same color
codes corresponding pathes across subjects. These patches exhibit a great
deal of overlap across subjects, but sometimes have considerable shifts and
shape variations. (B) MNE results: variance of the solution over the
post-stimulus 0–600 ms time range thresholded at 0.9 of the maximum
value. To the first approximation, patches found by GALA coincide with
activity peaks obtained by the MNE. However, the activity in the fusiform
(FFA) area (GALA’s black and khaki patches) , that is especially important in
our experimental paradigm, is not readily noticeable in the MNE solution for
any of the subjects for the chosen threshold. A denotes anterior part of the
brain; P—posterior part.
thresholded at 0.9 of the maximum value. This threshold was
chosen to ensure approximately equal number of mesh vertices
highlighted by GALA and the MNE solutions. For GALA we per-
formed 3 iterations. This number was chosen to match the good-
ness of fit (GOF) delivered by GALA to that of the MNE— 94.32
vs. 93.12 correspondingly. High value of GOF does not guaran-
tee the actual goodness of the solution (see for instance, Table 2
in the previous section). However, in order to make the results
of the two methods comparable we have chosen to match them
based on the correspondence to themeasured data using the GOF
measure.
After 3 iterations GALA found 23 functionally equivalent
ROIs common for all subjects. The correspondence between
regions of different subjects was automatically established by
clustering based on the metrics that combines geodesic distance
on the mesh and across subject correlation of activation time-
series calculated in local maxima of Mi for each i-th subject.
GALA’s property of keeping the low activation magnitude of ver-
tices corresponding to the non-common part of the solution
significantly facilitates the clustering process.
As we can see from Figure 7A these regions exhibit a great
deal of overlap across subjects, but sometimes have considerable
shifts and shape variations. Interestingly, the ROIs found on the
basal surface show nearly perfectly symmetric structure although
the algorithm did not have implicit constraints stipulating any
kind of symmetry. On the lateral surface such symmetry is not
present, and the right hemisphere is characterized by a more
pronounced activity that finds its reflection in greater count of
ROIs and higher amplitude of activations.
To the first approximation ROIs found by GALA coincide
with activity peaks obtained by the MNE. However, this is only
true for areas with the most pronounced activity. We have pur-
posefully chosen an experimental paradigm where the most spe-
cific and thus the most interesting activity is not easily defined
by high amplitude of activations. Considerable evidence from
behavioral, neuropsychological and neurophysiological investi-
gations support the hypothesis that humans have a special-
ized brain region—fusiform face area (FFA)—dedicated to the
perception of faces (see for the review Kanwisher and Yovel,
2006). But the amplitude of FFA activation is significantly lower
than the amplitudes of more primary visual responses arising in
occipital pole (OP) and lateral occipital complex (LOC). And
we can see that the activity in the fusiform (FFA) area is not
readily noticeable in the MNE solution for any of the subjects
for the objectively chosen threshold. The use of some form of
noise normalization or within-subject statistics could potentially
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amend the situation. In contrast, GALA without applying any
form of noise normalization found two symmetrical ROIs for
each subject in the expected locations corresponding to the left
and right FFA.
The main advantage of our new method, however, can be
appreciated via comparative analysis of activation timeseries
delivered by the standard MNE and GALA approaches. Let’s first
consider ROI timeseries derived from the MNE solution. Fol-
lowing the standard practice we created four ROIs correspond-
ing to the global maxima of the MNE detected activity averaged
over all subjects. These ROIs appeared to be located in the left
LOC, left OP, right LOC and right OP cortical structures. The
actual vertices forming these ROIs were found in a standard
way by thresholding the averaged across subjects MNE solution.
ROI timeseries were taken to be the first right singular vec-
tor of the ROI vertices timeseries matrix. Figure 8 shows MNE
ROI timeseries for the two different experimental conditions. As
we can see these timeseries show quite variable activations that
result into low correlation coefficients in the 0.14–0.37 range.
This within condition variation obscures the difference between
experimental conditions. We measured this difference using the
t-statistics calculated for each time slice and used it purely to
quantify the distance between the responses observed in the two
conditions.
In contrast, Figure 9 shows timecourses for 8 most func-
tionally and anatomically relevant ROIs in the context of the
task performed whose exact location was found with GALA.
Columns 1 and 3 show GALA derived timeseries based on GALA
defined ROIs and columns 2 and 4 correspond to patch timeseries
computed for the same GALA defined ROIs but using MNE
calculated vertex timeseries.
We can see that more accurate ROI borders discovered by
GALA lead to significantly increased across-subject similarity of
the corresponding timecourses even for MNE calculated ones.
We can now observe significantly higher average correlation
coefficient values, for example, we see 0.42 and 0.53 for the left
and right LOC correspondingly. Also, symmetric brain regions
are now served by more similar timeseries than in the case of
MNE discovered ROIs with matching peak latencies and polar-
ities of the half-waves. While the similarity of the timeseries in
the corresponding ROIs is enforced by our algorithm according
to its very design no symmetry related constraints are imposed.
Therefore, we believe that this observed symmetry of activa-
tions in homologous symmetric structures is not a trivial result
and contributes to the physiological plausibility of the solutions
obtained with GALA.
The full blown GALA solution gives even higher similarity
as can be appreciated by comparing the correlation coefficients
for each pair of plots corresponding to the same ROI. Interest-
ingly enough the t-statistics based distance between activations
observed in the two different conditions is noticeably greater in
GALA derived solutions. Noteworthy, is also the fact that the
increase of such a distance is observed not in all but only in
physiologically relevant regions as discussed above. Therefore, we
believe that this increased distance comes from both the reduced
within condition variance entrained by GALA and the genuine
difference between the two conditions. To render statistical sig-
nificance estimates to such difference a proper statistical test is
needed that would take into account the mutual dependence
of individual solutions derived by GALA. We discuss this issue
further in the next section.
The main conclusion here is that even this partly sparse
GALA’s solution can provide an easy way to detect common
across subject ROIs characterized by similarity of both spatial
location and temporal behavior. This data-driven way for detec-
tion of ROI borders is free from arbitrariness encountered with
apriori ROI definition. Using similarity across subjects constraint
during inversion and the extended criterion for best vertices
(using not only variance) selection can find ROIs that are not
readily noticeable in traditional approaches based on amplitude
thresholding.
4. Discussion
The main motivation for development of the GALA approach
was not so much the desire to create a new technique for solv-
ing the MEG inverse problem, but rather the need to address
a broader question and develop a framework for exploratory
time-resolved analysis of group MEG data. Usually, cross-subject
differences in cortical surface geometry and head position with
respect to the helmet make it difficult to recover task specific
activity. This happens primarily due to the difficulty in locating
FIGURE 8 | MNE estimated timeseries for MNE defined ROI. Red
lines—timeseries for 8 subjects in “face” condition; blue lines— timeseries for
8 subjects in “scrambled” condition. The cyan shadow stripes mark time
intervals with duration greater than 20ms and with values of t-statistics
corresponding to 0.05 significance level of uncorrected t-test. No time
intervals with pcorrected (t < 0.05) were found. We used t-statistics here to
quantify the observed distance between conditions and by no means as a
statistical test aimed at finding intervals of significant differences. Mean
across subject correlation coefficients for each ROI are shown. Note, that
ROIs selected based on the MNE solution give rise to quite different
activations of the symmetric cortical regions. LOC, lateral occipital complex;
OP, occipital pole.
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FIGURE 9 | Estimated timeseries for GALA defined ROIs: columns 1
and 3—for GALA estimated timeseries; columns 2 and 4—for MNE
estimated timeseries. Colored rectangles above each pair of each ROI
timeseries establishes the correspondence with colored ROI patches in
Figure 7. BV stands for bottom-view and refers to the ROI with the
corresponding color in the bottom view, RH similarly corresponds to the right
hemisphere view. Red lines—timeseries for 8 subjects in “face” condition;
blue lines—timeseries for 8 subjects in “scrambled” condition. The cyan
shadow stripes mark time intervals with duration greater than 20ms and with
values of t-statistics corresponding to 0.05 significance level of (Bonferroni)
corrected t-test. We used t-statistics here to quantify the observed distance
between conditions and by no means as a statistical test aimed at finding
intervals of significant differences. Mean across subjects correlation
coefficients for each ROI are shown in the top-left corner of each plot. For
GALA estimated timeseries these coefficients are significantly higher than for
the MNE estimated timeseries for each chosen ROI. Note also, that
symmetric brain regions (first three rows) are now served by more similar
than in the MNE case timeseries. LOC, lateral occipital complex; IFG, inferior
frontal gyrus; FFA, fusiform face area; SOG, superior occipital gyrus; ITG,
inferior temporal gyrus.
and co-registering functionally identical activity across-subjects
(Henson et al., 2011; Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2013; Jafarpour
et al., 2013). In this work we extended the observation originally
reported in Larson et al. (2014) and used these cross-subject
differences to our advantage. We treated these variation as
additional information for the group inverse solution instead
of at the post individual inverse stage and demonstrated the
possibility to obtain significantly more accurate and more
interpretable solution of the MEG inverse problem.
The solutions obtained with GALA appear to be situated mid-
way between those derived by fully distributed (imaging) and
focal (dipolar) source models. By first assuming the continuity
of cortical activity distribution, GALA results in a sparse set of
patches with clearly specified boundaries and temporal activa-
tions. In addition, GALA by design facilitates the cross-subject
correspondence between found ROIs. This way GALA combines
the pros of these two principally different approaches and avoids
their cons.
We would also like to stress that by relaxing the requirement
of complete overlap of the corresponding patches GALA allows
for a significant statistical advantage over more standard SPM-
based methods in determining the cortical regions differentially
activated under experimental task manipulation. Indeed, the
tests employed by the SPM approach appear to be of massively
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univariate nature and accomplished on a vertex-by-vertex basis
comparing the corresponding vertices across individuals (Fris-
ton et al., 1991). This approach implicitly assumes the exact
functional coincidence of anatomically matched ROIs and looses
its statistical power when this assumption is only partially cor-
rect. Partly, this can be illustrated by comparing the timeseries,
the result of the MNE procedure, presented in Figure 8. We can
see that this assumption results into the inability to discern the
two conditions and see reliable difference in activations. In con-
trast, using the ROIs discovered by GALA similar analysis allows
to detect expected under this experimental paradigm differential
activation in the right LOC area, see Figure 9. The only differ-
ence between the two approaches is the use of more accurately
detected ROI boundaries performed by GALA and based not
only on anatomy but also using functional information present
in the data. GALA was applied to the two conditions simultane-
ously and aimed to match the activation timeseries of subjects in
each of the two conditions without forcing the difference between
the conditions. Therefore, the non-rigid alignment of ROIs per-
formed by GALA may be considered as a removal of systematic
error in the data that consequently should lead to the improved
power of the statistical test.
However, the standard statistical procedures can not be
applied to the individual source maps derived by GALA due
to their statistical dependence. Consider the following men-
tal experiment. Assume that we have a set of vector observa-
tions obtained under two different conditions. The vectors thus
have two different sources of variation—between observations
(between subjects in our case) and between conditions. Now,
imagine that the subspace in which these vectors vary between
observations is orthogonal to the subspace in which between
condition variations take place. In this case, if we somehow
accounted for this within condition (between observations) vari-
ation we will still have the same amount of between condi-
tion variation left. Additionally, the reduction of the systematic
(between observations within condition) variations will actually
increase the power of the subsequent between conditions test.
In real life we can not guarantee the orthogonality of these two
subspaces and therefore accounting for the systematic variations
across subjects leads to the reduced independence of observations
and needs to be treated with a special significance correction coef-
ficient whose value depends on the overlap between the twomen-
tioned subspaces. This correction coefficient will be a function
of the residual (unexplained) variance and the degree of similar-
ity of individual solutions obtained by GALA. Derivation of the
exact expression for this correction coefficient is the subject of
our future efforts. Another possibility is to treat the multi-subject
dataset as a single subject but with multiple heads and follow
randomization test strategy randomizing condition labels on the
individual trials level.
The average running time (204 Gradiometers, 2 conditions,
9 subjects, 700 timeslices, 5124 vertices, 5 iterations) of GALA
is approximately 12 min. We believe that this machine time
favorably compares to the solution quality obtained and to the
amount of time spent by the researcher identifying the across-
subject correspondence between the active patches detected by a
conventional algorithm.
This paper is a first introduction to this new method, and
thus aims primarily to emphasize the main ideas behind GALA.
GALA, to a simple approximation, is a variant of classical MNE
that explicitly takes advantage of the increased rank of lead field
matrix. Therefore, here GALA is compared only with standard
MNE, without noise normalization or other statistical methods
employed, despite the fact that these methods may improveMNE
localization accuracy. To fully understand GALA and compare
its performance to MNE, future work is necessary to investi-
gate GALA and MNE in various noise conditions, using different
forms of noise normalization and statistical techniques that could
potentially improve both GALA and MNE.
Taken all together the characteristics of solutions obtained by
GALA make them ideal candidates for subsequent connectiv-
ity analysis (Lachaux et al., 1999; David et al., 2006; Schogl and
Supp, 2006; Wibral et al., 2011; Greenblatt et al., 2012), providing
the essential prerequisites, namely, accurately derived timeseries
and exact ROIs matching. Importantly, ROIs found by GALA
do not necessarily have activity whose power characteristics vary
across experimental conditions. The ROIs found by GALA (and
their activity) aim to explain the experimental data in both con-
ditions and thus do not necessarily correspond to differentially
activated cortical regions. The absence of such differential activa-
tion does not exclude the possibility for such ROIs to be a part
of a functional network with connectivity properties modulated
by the experimental task manipulation. Therefore, in contrast
to more standard approaches for selection of ROIs to be used
in connectivity analysis, ROIs discovered by GALA allow for a
more comprehensive connectivity analysis based on the function-
ally significant (but not necessarily differentially activated) ROIs.
To be able to perform connectivity analysis GALA in the future
will be extended to work with single trial data. One way to do
this is to use activation similarity metrics based on the power
spectral density of ROI activations. Another way is to use the
inverse operator along with ROI masks derived by GALA iter-
ations and apply it to single trial data to compute connectivity
measures.
Another direction for our future efforts is to develop an objec-
tive criterion for dealing with reparametrization of the basis set
of covariance components and termination of iterations. As we
showed, each iteration reparametrizes the basis set of covariance
matrices. This reparametrization is done based on the metrics
calculated using non-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.
To replace this heuristics we are going to exploit the results
of Friston et al. (2008a,b) showing that for a simple form of
reparametrization like ARD or Greedy search the best solution
can be chosen maximizing the same objective function as the one
used for hyperparameters estimation. We are now in the process
of testing whether this approach is capable of operating in more
general situations and in particular for significantly non-diagonal
covariance components imposing similarity across subjects con-
straints. In this work we stopped the iterations either based on
the knowledge of the ground truth for simulated data or, when
working with real data, based on the GOF values similar to those
delivered by the standard MNE solution. Alternatively, prespeci-
fied number of active cortical regions uniquely matched between
subjects could be used as a stopping criterion.
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Clearly, the extent of improvement in solving the inverse
problem delivered by GALA is conditioned on the accuracy of
the individual forward models with the latter dependent on the
fidelity of individual cortices representation. This requirement
is especially crucial for forward models using cortically con-
strained orientations of vertex dipoles as inaccuracies in dipole
orientations may cause greater errors in forward models than
errors in dipole location parameters (Salayev et al., 2006). The
canonical mesh technique used in this work to guarantee one-
to-one correspondence between source spaces of individual sub-
jects only allows to establish a coarse correspondence between
the geometric parameters of different brains and matches loca-
tion of main sulci and gyri only, leaving the subtle structure
and individual cortical folding patterns unaddressed. There-
fore, another potential direction to improve GALA’s accuracy
is to use more realistic individual meshes obtained using more
sophisticated techniques than those exploited in the present
study.
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Appendix
Simulating Anatomical Variation of Patches
To simulate subject-to-subject variation of anatomical struc-
ture we varied the positions of ROIs. More precisely, the value
patch offset marked on x-axis of the corresponding plots in
Figures 4, 5 is calculated as follows. Null corresponds to the
exact coincidence of patch centers across subjects, i.e., unshifted
patch centers. To understand the procedure when applied to
three patches, first, consider a single patch. In this case, ds =
1 corresponds to a shift of the first subject’s patch center to
1 unit over mesh adjacency metrics with respect to the com-
mon for all subjects and patches center of mass. Increment of
ds by 1 leads to the shift of the second subject’s patch cen-
ter and so on until ds becomes equal to the number of sub-
jects (ds = 6 in our case) and all subject’s patches are shifted
by one unit. Then, further increase (ds = 7) leads to shift-
ing first subjects patch center by one more unit, resulting in
total shift of 2 units along the mesh adjacency metrics with all
the other subject patches remaining shifted by 1 unit. Pseudo-
random distribution of the vertices chosen results into uniform
distribution of the shifted patches around the center of mass pro-
viding for (on average) a linear growth of the distance between
them.
In the demonstrated three patch case we follow the same
ordered shifting scheme with addition that all the patches of the
first subject have to be shifted (by one unit) before the first patch
of the second subject can bemoved by one unit. In this case, max-
imum value of ds = 50 means that in four subjects each patch
is shifted by 3 units, one subject has 2 patches shifted by 3 and
one patch shifted by 2 units and all patches of the last subject are
shifted by 2 units. Average distance between the centers of the
corresponding patches is equal to 2.85 units.
The average geodesic distance between the adjacent vertices
in the cortical meshes used for this simulation was 6.9(±3) mm.
The values reported in mesh units can easily be recalculated.
For instance the average distance between the centers of the
corresponding patches is asproximately 20 (±9)mm.
Simulation of Activation Timeseries Variation
To gauge and simulate the across-subject dissimilarity of acti-
vation timeseries we used measure dt that is used along x-axis
in Figure 4. When dt = 0 we have exact similarity of individ-
ual activation timeseries. From here patch timecourses of all but
one randomly chosen subject are shifted forward in time and
additionally spread out by the amount proportional to the ordi-
nal number of the subject multiplied by dt . This procedure is
applied to each patch separately. Thus, dt is not a linear function
of the average across-subject correlation coefficient of timeseries.
Nevertheless, dt is a monotonically decreasing function without
deflection points. In our case dt = 10 corresponds to average cor-
relation coefficient of 0.18 which corresponds to a very low degree
of timeseries similarity and thus, the corresponding simulated
data allow us to test the robustness of the algorithms to viola-
tion of the assumption about similarity of temporal activations
for homologous brain regions.
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